# MITSUBISHI 7011B SERIES UPS
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**PROJECT:** 8, 10, 12kVA UL LISTED UPS

- UP7011B-A802SU-2
- UP7011B-A103SU-2
- UP7011B-A123SU-2

**TYPE:** UP7011B
8kVA 5.6kW UPS
10kVA 7.0kW UPS
12kVA 8.4kW UPS

AC INPUT
1-PHASE 3-WIRE
AC240/120V 60Hz
AC208/120V 60Hz

DC INPUT
BATTERY MODULES
Nominal Voltage 216V
108 cells

CONVERTER
INVERTER

CHOPPER

AC OUTPUT
1-PHASE 3-WIRE
AC240/120V 60Hz
AC208/120V 60Hz
NOTES
1. DIMENSIONS ARE SHOWN IN INCHES (MILLIMETERS)
2. CABINET SHOULD BE MAINTAINED UPRIGHT
   WITHIN 15° DURING HANDLING.
3. REQUIRE AT LEAST 39.4" (1000mm) CLEARANCE IN
   FRONT OF THE UPS FOR MAINTENANCE.
4. REQUIRE AT LEAST 23.6" (600mm) CLEARANCE IN
   BACK OF THE UPS FOR MAINTENANCE.